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Tracking Down The

PREDATORS
GERMAN ANGLER STEFFEN SCHULZ SHARES
THE ‘STICKING POINT’ TECHNIQUE HE USES TO
C AT C H S P E C I M E N Z A N D E R O N T H E F LY A C R O S S
THE BORDER IN THE NETHERL ANDS.
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atching zander, not to mention big ones, is anything but simple; as
every angler knows. And catching zander on a fly rod would be a
dream come true for many anglers – one that often seems almost
impossible. It’s a definite sticking point for a lot of people. But
it really isn’t all that difficult, especially when you use a sticking
point of your own on big lakes…
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PL AN WELL TO FISH WELL
When targeting zander, I look for a lake or, less
often, a river with little current and slow flowing
areas. Typical club lakes that are stocked with
zander are an excellent choice, especially if classic
methods are producing few fish. But don’t get too
stressed out about it; there’s nothing wrong with
catching a few pike on the side. Just don’t fool
yourself that there is any need for magic tricks.
An extremely important factor is being able
to track down the hiding spots of this illusive
predator, and for this you need an echo sounder.
Ideally, the water should be no deeper than five
to six metres (16 to 19ft), which not only makes
tracing the fish significantly easier, but also means
that you can use sink three type fly lines, ideally
even a sink one or intermediate line with sink
three tip. If the zander are any deeper than eight
to 10 metres, fly fishing will not really work. As
for depths of eight metres I would always use sink
five to sink seven lines, however never a floating
running line as this produces an overly rounded
sink curve that diminishes the sensitivity and
finesse, which will cost us fish in the end. Linear
sinking is the best tactic.
When the water is clear, it’s best to fish in the
morning or evening and on grey, stormy days
possibly during the daytime too. Murky waters are
often the easiest, and reservoirs are ideally suited,
although generally only from spring to the end of
June, when the smelts are relatively shallow.
TACTICS & TECHNOLOGY
I love to fish with natural patterns, and only use
bright UV materials in particularly murky waters,
preferably simple streamers of 12-20cm and
a 9-wt or even 10-wt rod with a decent spine.
However, I will gladly use a 7-wt or 8-wt rod,
and flies with a wiggle tail sometimes work very
well, as do jigged flies in eye-catching colours.
If you don’t want to tie the flies yourself, you
can safely put your trust in Gunnar Brammer
(streamersbygunnar.com) in the USA, Tomasz
at Pike Terror Flies (adh-fishing.de), the Salty
Baitfish Streamers by Fulling Mill, or the Steffen
Schulz Zander Fly (marios-fliegendose.de).
The point I am trying to make is that tactics
and technology take precedence. Zander are
unforgiving of errors when fly fishing, in stark
contrast to pike. Making a mistake when pike
fishing might mean you catch fewer or smaller
fish, when zander fishing it often means catching
nothing at all.
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Steffen uses an echo
sounder on his belly
boat to find the right
depths, the baitfish and
the predatory zander.

Anyone who already follows my articles has
probably noticed that I use a different kind of
vehicle on the water. Belly boats without oars
belong to the past. Being able to move about
can sometimes save the day, and it’s much easier

Nothing was happening, apart from a few missed bites, so I reduced my
strip speed, as this often produces stronger bites in the sinking phases.
And this is exactly what happened. But were they pike or zander?
to reach far-off spots or make impromptu spot
changes. My Sevenbass Flatform even has enough
space for rods with different lines and the most
important tool of all, my echo sounder with side
scan and map plotter. If no Navionics water map
is available, I can simply create my own. If you
really want to catch zander on difficult days and
in difficult waters, it’s definitely worth making
this investment.
NO SUCH THING AS TOO SLOW
The pictures here were all taken on one particular
day, when I first started fishing for pike. Nothing
was happening, apart from a few missed bites, so
I reduced my strip speed, as this often produces
stronger bites in the sinking phases. And this is

Top right: An 8-wt rod
with plenty of spine
is Steffen’s preferred
choice.
Above right: A
selection of zander
patterns Steffen uses
– natural patterns for
clear water and UV for
coloured water.

exactly what happened. But were they pike or
zander? It’s hard to say. Two of the bites were
suspiciously zander-like. While fishing I always
keep my eyes on the echo sounder, either to check
the side scan to spot any forage fish to the left or
right of me, or to detect rising or falling slopes,
or I try to make out big predators on the echo
sounder itself. Then, at a depth of six metres I
noticed three distinctive shapes, which I only
associate with big predators. I also recognised
forage fish on the side scan at the side where the
slope climbed. I quickly saved the point on the
echo sounder and paddled away from the fish,
throwing my streamer in the direction of the
sickles. You hardly ever find several pike together
like that. First cast, nothing. Second cast, a little
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offcourse, still nothing. On the third try, I let
the sink three tip sink for 10 seconds and then,
after about three seconds, gently stripped back
in. It’s important to keep a close eye on the speed
display; for clean fishing it’s best to paddle at
0km/h against the wind. Drifting often leads to
fewer or even no zander, even with crank baits
you’re likely to have more success catching zander
with a more defensive bait guidance. Fly fishing
is already considerably slower than spin fishing,
but it’s still extremely important to guide the
streamer in slow motion, and let it sink for as
long as possible. It’s even more important when
you have set your sights on a really good zander.
STICKING IT TO ‘EM
Then came a brutal bite, which I recognised right
away. Zander bites on the fly, especially from big
fish over 70 cm, are simply fantastic – dry, deep
and hard. The streamer often lands deep in the
throat and then slides forwards. A strong rod is
an advantage when only big fish are biting, as
the spine sinks the hook deeper into the zander’s
mouth.
After a tough fight with those distinctive ‘going
down the stairs’ head shakes, a fat zander of 78cm
appeared on the surface. Zander always give me
goosebumps, but on the fly they are an absolute
highlight for me. In particular, when I specifically
search them out, see them on the echo sounder
and side scan, and then manage to catch them.
The strong wind had made me drift off course,
so after setting the fish back I rowed back to my
marked spot – without this aid you could easily
get lost on big lakes. Normally, zander don’t tend
to move around much; even if they disappear

Bel ow: St ef f en bri ng s
a g ood- s i zed zander t o
hand t hat he l ocat ed
and t arg et ed on hi s
echo s ounder. Zander
won’ t move f ar f rom
t hes e s pot s .

for a while, they eventually come back to the
area that you first found them. This applies even
several months later. And, the smaller the zander
stock, the more conspicuous their territorial
behaviour is. You will always meet them in the
same places; if it’s not the foot of the slope, then
maybe in shallower areas or in front of the slope.
It’s easy to track down active fish using the echo
sounder, as they show up as sickles above the
ground. However, in passive phases or when they
are resting, they laze around on the bed of the
lake and almost blend into the base line of our
technical aid. However, if I have set GPS markers,
I can work these areas precisely and confidently
even during passive phases, and sooner or later a
passive fish will become interested.
COME BACK WITH MY STREAMER
On this particular day, I didn’t search the
echo images again, but fished spots that I
had previously seen zander: extensively and
thoroughly. It didn’t take long for a zander to
almost steal my rod. As it bit down it pulled the
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It didn’t take long for a zander to almost steal my rod. As it bit down it
pulled the line from my stripping hand. At 85 cm it was a dream fish,
and was a little away from the zander swarm...
line from my stripping hand. At 85cm it was a
dream fish. It was a little away from the zander
swarm and considerably shallower above the
ground. You should bear in mind that streamer
fishing never produces the same feedback as with
crank baits. With crank baits it is very easy to
fish on the ground or slightly above it, as the lead
head gives constant clear feedback. We only know
whether our streamer is on the ground or not
when it gets caught. Every line sinks differently,
and every streamer too. I would recommend
anyone to familiarise themselves with a setup and
a handful of streamers and stick with them. If at
a depth of five metres we see zander at 2.5metres
our streamer doesn’t need to be at three to four
metres, but two metres. It also needs to sink

Top mai n: A warhors e
o f a zander! Thi s
7 8cm f i s h came f rom
a marked s pot on t he
echo s ounder.
Top ri g ht : A s uperblook i ng 75 cm f i s h.

slowly. On a sink three line this might mean not
casting too far, as otherwise the streamer might
sink too deep when you incorporate long waiting
phases. If the fish are at four to five metres, longer
casts are better, as more line in the water pushes
the streamer down deeper, even when we are
getting closer to our belly boat.
After my 85cm zander I was satisfied, but
anyone who gives up at this point only has
themselves to blame. When things are going well
you have to keep going. I paddled back to the
area with my marked GPS points and saw that
I could only make out zander on the lakebed.
They must have realised that an angler was on the
prowl and were behaving more passively. All of
a sudden there were no more echoes, although I
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Anyone who regularly sets their sticking point – fishes where they or
other anglers have experience of zander contact – will often successfully
snare this moody predator.
knew that the zander were somewhere within a
radius of 50metres. I changed my streamer, varied
my guiding style and tried to intensely fish the
ground. Half an hour later I got lucky again with
a 75cm zander.
After each bite I set a precise point on the
GPS unit, which I will go back to even up to a
few weeks later, as the zander will be somewhere
nearby. On this water I have three more areas in
which zander appear, elsewhere I have never had
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Us i ng t he ‘s t i ck i ng
poi nt’ met hod t o
l ocat e zander s uch
as t hi s 85 cm f i s h i s
a s ucces s f ul t act i c
St ef f en empl oy s . Thi s
i s a met hod whi ch
woul d al s o work on
UK zander wat ers .

zander contact.
I often set these ‘sticking points’, as in the
past I have generally found that the slowness
of fly fishing is soften a far better method
for catching big and beautiful zander than
traditional lure fishing styles.
Anyone who regularly sets their sticking
point – fishes where they or other anglers
have experience of zander contact – will often
successfully snare this moody predator.

